Florida Approved Products

Skylights that meet Miami-Dade, IBC, IRC, FBC, and Other Stringent State Building Codes

High Velocity Hurricane Zone

Miami Dade High Velocity Hurricane Zone (HVHZ) – Coastal Wind Zone 3 Wind-Borne Debris Region (WBDR) Available in Pinnacle HU framing systems with 3.5” or 6” aluminum rafters. Tested to meet 80 psf design pressure, and small and large missile impact. Up to 7’ or 15’ wide spans depending on configuration. Available in Double Pitch, Single Pitch, Square Pyramid, Octagonal Pyramid, Extended Pyramid or Lean-To.

Impact Rated

Impact Rated for Wind-Borne Debris Region (WBDR) / NON-HVHZ

Low Profile Skylights

The Wasco Low Profile System is an aluminum-frame system for pitched roof applications that mounts over structural supports by others at the perimeter, rafter and purlin locations, creating a narrow line frame for a clean and appealing look on the roof line.

Domed Acrylic Unit Skylights

Curb mount units available with impact modified acrylic double domes to meet test requirements: ASTM-1886, ASTM-1996, TAS 201, 202 and 203. Models 5252 or smaller can achieve a 75 DP rating, 5276 achieve a 60 DP and 5296 achieve a 45 DP.